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Abstraet. Partially interpreted program schemas are suggested as a tool for formally specifying 
and defining the range of applicability of patterns of communication. The body of a schema 
syntactically resembles a program, but contains free variables which represent uninterpreted 
program sections, domains, functions, or other aspects of the program. The specification of the 
schema includes both applicability requirements and result assertions, as well as specifications 
for the free variables. A schema may be icstantiated to obtain a correct program for a problem 
statement by matching a problem’s assumptions and requirements to a schema specification, and 
appropriately substituting entities from the problem statement for the free variables in both the 
specification and the body of the schema. Examples are given of the types of schemas and 
specifications needed for distributed computing, and of the potential variety of instantiations. 
1. Introduction 
Writing correct and efficiem programs seems to be especially difficult for parallel 
and distributed programming. In an attempt to generalize some programming 
strategies and to formalize techniques for distributed programming, we use partially 
interpreted program schemas. Informally, the body of such a schema is syntactically 
identical to a program, but contains free identifiers, called abstract entities, in place 
of some program variables, datatype identifiers, constants, and program statements. 
The accompanying specification of a schema includes assumptions about the abstract 
entities, and a statement of the results of the schema in terms of the abstract entities. 
A schema can be instantiated by providing appropriate substitutions for the abstract 
entities. 
These abstract schemas can be used as a programming aid and provide three 
main advantages: 
(1) A programming task does not have to start from scratch. Given specifications 
of a concrete task, a matching schema (or the combination of some schemas) can 
be instantiated to achieve the desired goal. This amounts to relying on past experience 
and knowledge, which is represented in the abstract schema. 
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(2) The proof of correctness of a schema with respect to its abstract specification 
constitutes a ‘generic proof’ for each program and concrete specification which are 
instantiations of the schema. Rather than separately proving each instantiation 
correct, it is sufficient to properly adapt the generic proof, again avoiding extraneous 
effort. Of course, the conditions for adapting a proof are defined later in the paper. 
(3) The abstract program schemas can be incorporated into a (semi-) automated 
system by which programs can be generated by interactively substituting for the 
abstract parts of the schema. An experimental version of such a system, based on 
a library of schemas, has been implemented in LISP [lo]. 
The use of abstract programs was suggested in the past in the context of sequential 
programming. Gerhart [S] has suggested the compilation of a handbook of program 
schemas and transformation rules. Their use in the context of program synthesis 
has been discussed by Dershowitz and Manna [4,5]. There are also program 
synthesis systems based on a large collection of atomic programming facts, as 
outlined in [2], where several references may be found. Recently, this problem has 
been considered in [6], for small sequential schemas. The instantiation strategy 
suggested there, of simple substitutica, can lead to illegal programs which must be 
transformed, sometimes using inverse operations. That work also contains some 
interesting heuristics on obtaining schemas from concrete instances. 
Tine added complexity of distributed programming suggests that in this context, 
it is particularly valuable to be able to generalize and reuse specific ‘clever ideas’ 
applied in the solution of particular problems. On the other hand, the added 
complexity in expressing the specification of parallel programs and schemas presents 
new difficulties nonexistent in the simple sequential examples previously treated. 
In fact, many algorithms in parallel or distributed programming are intended to 
be viewed as paradigms. Although only a specific example is given (e.g., the dining 
philosophers), the generalization to a wider application (e.g., certain kinds of 
resource allocation) is left implicit. While this is reasonable in an initial presentation 
of an idea, here the class of problems to which a solution seems applicable is made 
explicit, so that generic proofs and easier reuse become possible. 
The rest of this paper will precisely define the schemas, the specifications, instanti- 
ations, and the correctness criteria. Some examples of abstract schemas for CSP [9] 
programming are presented, along with some instantiations. 
Distributed processing is modeled using a slight estension of Hoare’s CSP, which 
includes output guards along with input guards. The programs are written assuming 
CSP’s distributed termination convention. Although the CSP model is used for the 
definitions and examples in this paper, the ideas are clearly language independent, 
and can be applied for any computational model. Similarly, the specification method 
used will be based on temporal logic augmented with additional predicates, but 
similar considerations apply if another specification method is used. 
In the continuation it is assumed that the complete network is available, i.e., any 
process can communicate with any other. Therefore, all restrictions imposed on 
communication between processes are due to the nature of the problem, unless 
otherwise stated. 
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2. Definitions 
A partially interpreted program schema is a triple consisting of an abstract entities 
set, a body, and a specification. The abstract entities set is a collection of distinct 
free variables each representing a formal entity for which it will be possible to 
substitute, either in the specification or in the body of the schema. Elements of this 
set typically represent an abstract function, predicate, constant symbol, unspecified 
domain, or unrealized program part. The body of a schema is syntactically identical 
to a (CSP) program, except that it will contain free variables from the abstract 
entities set in place of syntactic units of the program. Examples of such syntactic 
units are program variables, constants (including message destinations and process 
names), expressions, datatype identifiers, and program statements. 
‘The specification will be expressed using predicate calculus assertions about the 
state (both preconditions and postconditions), temporal logic assertions about the 
sequence of states which will occur in an execution of a program obtained from 
the schema, or using additional predicates, which are derived from the semantics 
of the computational model. These predicates are explained in Section 3. The 
assertions may include the free variables from the abstract entities set, both those 
which appear in the body of the schema, as well as possible additional free variables 
from that set, not appearing in the body. The specification of a schema consists of 
applicability conditions, section conditions, and result assertions, all defined below. 
The applicability conditions (denoted AC) define the restrictions on and require- 
ments for using the schema. They include all assertions involving the required input 
to the schema, and all other non-program abstract entities of the schema (e.g., 
restrictions on the possible data types, ranges of parameters, subclasses of functions 
which can be treated by the schema). 
The section conditions (denoted SC) specify the program sections which must be 
substituted for some of the free variables. These again may be any temporal logic 
assertion or defined predicate. For most of the schemas we have treated, a (total 
correctness) precondition and postcondition specification using a Hoare-like nota- 
tion has proven sufficient for this task, but there are clearly schemas where this will 
not be the case. 
The result assertions (denoted RA) indicate what the schema can achieve. These 
assertions can be classified for convenience as 
- postassertions which define, in terms of the abstract entities and the input, condi- 
tions which hold after execution of any program obtained from the schema, 
- invariant assertions which specify assertions true throughout the execution of a 
program derived from the schema, 
- liveness claims which define events required to occur in a program derived from 
the schema. 
A schema is correct if the result assertions of the specification are valid, assuming 
both the truth of the applicability conditions, and that the abstract entities represent- 
ing program sections satisfy the section conditions. In order to formally define the 
correctness, the notation AksB is used to represent semantic implication, and means 
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that B is valid for the abstract entities of schema S, assuming the truth of A. Since 
the abstract entities are free variables, this is equivalent to asserting that the 
implication holds for every possible substitution for them. If A and B are temporal 
logic assertions, then b=,is a simple logical implication, while in the case of Hoare-like 
assertions, it means that the assertion on the right is valid if the assertion on the 
left is assumed. When the subscript S is obvious or extraneous it may be omitted. 
We then have 
Definition 2.1. A schema S with applicability conditions AC, section conditions SC, 
and result assertions RA is correct if 
AC, SCl==s RA. 
Known methods for proving the correctness of distributed programs, such as 
[1, 11,131, may be used in proofs of such semantic implications. The assumption 
that AC and SC are true allows treating the abstract entities as primitive objects 
for the purposes of the proof. The proof thus depends on the satisfaction of all of 
the applicability conditions and ou the correctness w.r.t. the section conditions of 
the program sections to be substituted in place of some of the abstract entities. 
Some of the temporal properties in the specifications could be proven by using 
distributed versions of temporal proof methods [14], but this is beyond the scope 
of the present paper. The example proof given for the first example in Section 4 is 
precise, but does not employ any of the above formalisms. This was done so that 
the use of the assumptions in the proof, and especially the applicability conditions, 
would not be obscured by formal notations. 
The presentation of a schema begins with a I,,: *of the variables in the abstract 
entity set, each with extended type information, restricting the class of objects to 
which that abstract entity can be bound in an instantiation of the schema. This 
information restricts the applicability of the schema, and can be considered part of 
the applicability conditions of the specification. The additional applicability condi- 
tions are then given, followed by the section conditions, and then by the result 
assertions. Finally, the body of the schema is listed. A proof of correctness concludes 
the presentation of a schema. As will be shown below, the proof can be considered 
as generic for all concrete programs which can be derived from the schema. 
A problem statement consists of requirements about the needed computation and 
facts about the input of the concrete task and the requirements (mathematical 
properties, etc.). These may have the same forms allowed for schema specifications, 
but do not include elements from the abstract entities set. Instead the statement 
relates to the actual names, domains, and functions of the problem. 
The matching of a problem statement o a schema and its specification involves: 
demonstrating a possible substitution of named entities from the problem statement 
for each non-program abstract entity in the abstract entities set of the schema, and 
showing that 
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(a) the facts of the problem statement imply the schema applicability conditions 
for the substitution, and 
(b) the result assertions of the schema’s specification when the substitution is 
made imply the requirements of the problem statement. 
Intuitively, this means that the schema can potentially be instantiated to a program 
which will solve the problem statement. 
Again this may be precisely defined by letting F denote the facts of a concrete 
problem statement, and Q denote the requirements. For an assertion or schema 
body A, Ay” denotes A with y substituted for X. 
Definition 2.2. A problem statement (F, Q) matches a schema S if there is a 
substitution p for the abstract entities x of S such that F+ AC,X and RA,” .k Q. 
Once the matching has been demonstrated, the instantiation of the schema to a 
solution of a problem statement may occur. This involves first carrying out the 
above-mentioned substitution, and then supplying program parts which satisfy the 
appropriate section conditions after the substitution has been made. Supplying the 
sections of program may either involve a recursive application of the schema 
methodology, or, when the specification is sufficiently straightforward, may be done 
directly. 
Recall that the proof of the schema’s correctness assumed only the applicability 
conditions, and the correctness of the section conditions. Since the implication (a) 
in the matching stage, above, shows that the applicability conditions hold, and the 
schema’s proof along with (b) shows that the problem requirements will hold, the 
resulting instantiation of the schema is a CSP program which is guaranteed to be 
correct with respect to the problem statement-provided the supplied program parts 
are correct with respect to the section conditions. In this way the generic proof of 
the schema can be adapted to provide a proof for a specific instance of the schema. 
This can be summarized as 
Theorem 2.3. For a problem statement (F, Q) and a schema S, if the schema is correct, 
and the problem statement matches S for a substitution p, then F, SC; i=,Q. 
Proof. Since the schema is correct for any substitution, in particular for the substitu- 
tion p, we have AC:, SC,“l=sRA”,. From the definition of matching we have Fi=sAC,” 
and RAil==sQ. The result follows from the transitivity of ks. Cl 
Note that the proof of correctness of the schema is part of its presentation, and 
would be done only once, presumably when it is first added to a library of correct 
schemas. The matching only requires showing the two implications defined above. 
It remains only to provide program sections correct w.r.t. SC;. Thus the goal of a 
proven program can be obtained without unduly bothering the normal user of a 
library of schemas. -Along with the schemas, it is clearly desirable to have heuristic 
rules for choosing among them when more than one matching schema exists for a 
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given problem statement. A main issue to be considered is the efficiency of the 
resulting program. 
3., Extended specifications 
In the context of schema specifications and problem statements, numerous proper- 
ties must be described which do not easily fit into either a predicate calculus or a 
temporal logic formulation. Although many of these properties can easily be 
described in some mathematical formalism (e.g., that a function is associative is 
easy to express in an algebraic notation), there does not seem to be any one formalism 
which can conveniently express all of them. Here we have adopted a combination 
of specifications in temporal logic and a keyword approach which seems especially 
appropriate for the matching defined above between schemas and problem state- 
ments. The keywords correspond to predicates which are assumed to have a uni- 
versally known interpretation (and in particular to mean the same thing in 
spesifiations and in problem statements). In this way the jargon common in human 
descriptions of requirements can be concisely captured. Some of the terms abbreviate 
temporal logic assertions, while others represent events or program units which are 
defined in the underlying semantics of the programming language. A formal 
definition of each predicate can be assumed available for reference in order to avoid 
misunderstanding (e.g., as an explain option in an implementation of such a system). 
Before turning to the types of keywords considered, the temporal logic to be used 
will be very briefly defined. For a fuller explanation of the use and semantics of 
temporal logic see, for example, [12]. The temporal operators which will appear in 
the specifications here include El (to be read “from now on”), 0 (to be read 
“eventually”), 0 (to be read “in the next state”), and U (to be read “until”). All 
of these operators refer to the possible sequences of states which constitute an 
execution of a program, and on the outermost level refer to the beginning of 
execution. In the definitions following, s0 will denote the state about which the 
assertion is made, usually called the present state, succ(s) means the state after s 
in an execution sequence, and s a t means that in an execution sequence state s 
appears in the sequence after state t. In terms of the execution sequences and states, 
we define for every execution sequence 
q IP = VS. SZS,. P(S) 
OP = 3s. szsg. P(s) 
OP = vs. s = succ(s#J. P(s) 
PU Q = (ElS,[Q(S,)AVS. SlBS5SO. P(s)])v(Vs.sss,. P(s)) 
In words, P U Q means that either P is true until Q next becomes true, or else P 
will remain true from now on (and Q might not ever become true). 
Turning to the keywords we have employed, four categories have been identified. 
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The first, and least interesting, category of keywords describes mathematical 
properties of either the abstract entities or of objects in the problem statement. First, 
the usual cross-product notation is used to indicate the domain and range of 
functions. Thus g : A x I.3 + C means that g is a binary function with arguments from 
domains A and B and a result from C. Some other keywords of this type are: 
g: associative g is an associative function, 
h: commutative h is a commutative function, 
f: function f is a (mathematical) function, 
p : predicate p is a predicate. 
A second class of keywords is used in addition to the usual data type identifiers 
and the above mathematical properties to restrict the syntactic program objects to 
which an abstract entity can be instantiated. These keywords will be applicable for 
virtually any computational model, both sequential and parallel. In particular, the 
types in a schema specification are extended beyond the usual variety, when describ- 
ing an abstract entity of the schema. Below is a list of such terms, with the intended 
interpretation: 
A: domain A can be instantiated to one of the data types of CSP, 
B: variable B must be instantiated to a variable in the concrete pro- 
gram (it evidently will be the object of assignments or 
receive input values), 
C : expression C must be instantiated to an expression of defined vari- 
ables or constants, 
initialized(C) C must be instantiated to either a constant or to a variable 
which will be defined after some program section serving 
as an initialization is completed. If this keyword appears 
in the postcondition of a program section, within that 
section it must be declared and initialized. 
The third type of keyword is particular to the model of computation. Those 
abstract entities and events which can be abstracted must be identified. For CSP, 
the required structure of the network of processes and various communication events 
can be specified by denoting the source and/or object of messages with the same 
tags, also in terms of the abstract entities. Thus the keywords: 
D: process D must be instantiated to a process identifier, 
E: message E must be instantiated to a message tag (which serves 
as the identifier of a type of message), 
E sent from D E must be instantiated to a message tag sent from the 
instantiation of process D, 
E receivedin D as above, for receiving the message E in D. 
These keywords serve a double purpose: if they appear independently, the required 
structure of the network (in every state) is denoted. On the other hand, within a 
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temporal assertion they denote events which occurred in the transition immediately 
preceding that state. Thus, in a language with a nonblocking send (unlike CSP), 
we might want to specify that (E sentfrom D) +O(E receive&n F), i.e., that if 
message E has just been sent from process 0, then eventually E will be received 
in process F. 
Finally, assertions about events which must occur during the computation (liveness 
properties) are usually expressed in temporal logic, but keywords are used to describe 
locations (as in [14]) and common events. Thus terms can be used such as 
terminated(P) process P terminates for every possible input, 
fuir( Pj process P chooses possible communications in a fair 
manner (i.e., if a communication is possible arbitrarily 
often, it eventually will be executed), 
at(S) the execution is at the beginning of program section S. 
Note that assertions about locations in a schema should relate only to the abstract 
entities, which are ‘externally visible’ parts of the specification, and not to other 
locations in the body. This is necessary so that matching and instantiation can be 
done by using only the schema specification and the problem statement in order to 
determine the correctness of the instantiation, using the body only to obtain the 
concrete program as the result of the substitutions. 
As a further simplification, unless otherwise stated, all existential or universal 
quantification will be over the process identifiers. An additional quantifier is added: 
# i[ P] the number of object i which satisfy condition P. 
If i is a process, this means the number of processes which satisfy P in the global 
present state, if i is a message tag, this means the number of such messages which 
satisfied P during the history of the computation so far. 
It also should be noted that in the body of a schema, whenever processes are 
parameterized, the variables appear with a subscript denoting the parameterized 
process, in order to allow relating to the copy of the variable in the ith process in 
the other parts of the specification. Since in the actual CSP program the copies of 
the variable are distinct and lead to 110 confusion, these subscripts do not appear 
in the fully instantiated program. Similarly, a program section Si represents the 
version of S to be used in the ith process, and these may vary as a function of i. 
4. Examples 
Two examples are presented below, in order to show the variety of schemas which 
can be treated using this approach and to help clarify the definitions. In these 
examples the specification and the description of the abstract entities are complex 
compared to the relatively simple body of the schema. However, when the schema 
is more complex internally, the specification does not generally increase in com- 
plexity. More is simply hidden from the user, and the proof of correctness of the 
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schema is more difficult. Since little would be gained by including the application- 
dependent detail necessary to completely present such a schema, only simple 
examples are treated here. Some of the more subtle schemas treated during this 
research are discussed in Section 4.3. The specifications are composed of the list of 
abstract entities, the temporal logic statements, predicates, and Hoare-like pre- and 
postconditions (with a built-in implicit assumption of termination). The accompany- 
ing text is simply commentary. 
4.1. Function 
The following example is a schema for calculating distributively a function, g, 
over a collection of n elements initially distributed over n processes. This schema 
was inspired by a program for calculating min presented by Levin and Gries [ 111. 
The abstract entities in the specification and in the body of the schema are 
g: function, 
n : integer, 
D: domain, 
a;, 1 c i c n : D, expression, 
mi, 1~ i ZG n: D, variables, 
SOi, Sli, S2i, 1 s i < n: program part. 
Applicability conditions 
From the above list, it already follows that for each i, 1~ i c n, Oi is an initial 
value given in process i (either a constant or a variable with a defined value). mi 
is a previously declared program variable (which need not have a defined value). 
In addition, the following applicability conditions hold: 
g : D x D + D, associative, commutative. 
That is, g is a binary function D x D + D, which must be associative and commutative. 
Since the function g is associative and commutative, the usual abuse of mathematical 
notation will be employed, and even though g is a binary function, in the specification 
g(a,,-.*, a,,) is defined as g(g(a,, . . . , a,_,), a,), and g(a) is defined as CT. 
Section conditions 
Sli is intended to be instantiated to a (sequential) program part that computes 
in mi the value of g over two elements, mi and tie The logical variables a and b 
below are not intended to appear in the program, and are used to retain the previous 
values of nri and ti, respectively, in the specification. Therefore, using Hoare notation 
(with an assumption of termination) for describing the requirements from Sli, the 
formal specification is 
{a,bEDAm;=ahti=b) Sli {mi=g(a,b)]. 
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SOi is any required additional initializations. In particular, the ai must be defined 
here, if they are not constants. Thus the condition: 
(fte) SOi {i~itiUliZed(Ui)J. 
All program sections also must conform to the global assumption that they do not 
alter variables not in their postassertions, unless characterized by the keyword 
arbitrary. Except for the above requirement, initializations can be arbitrary. Similarly, 
S2i is a program part in the process with the final value, to be executed after g is 
computed, and can include any change in the variables. Thus the specification 
includes 
arbitrary( SOi) A arbitrary( S2i). 
Result assertion liveness claim 
3iO[at(S2;) n mj =g(a,, . . . , CT~) fiVj# i. terminated(~)]. 
In words: eventually exactly one of the processes will hold the calculated value of 
the function over n given elements, and all other processes will be terminated. 
Finally, the schema body can be presented. 
P::[P,(IIJz,. . . l/P,,] where each process is defined by: 
P(i:l . . n):: 
sent, :boolean; ti : D; mj : D; 
SOi; 
Senti := false; mi := cr,; 
* [ q isent,; q!m, + Sf3lti := true 
j:l..n 
j#i 
0 lSf3ti; e?ti + Sli 
j: I..,1 
.j# i
I; 
[l.SetIti + S2i •i Sf?nli + Skip] 
Note that mi appears as an abstract entity, while Ii does not. This is because the 
final result is produced in mi and thus it is externally visible and the problem 
statement must state which variable name will assume that role. On the other hand, 
ti does not need to be instantiated. 
The correctness proof depends upon the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let {Pi}:=, be all processes that have not yet exited the loop in their 
program. Let mi E P be a variable with a defined value and g( m, , . . . , m,) = G. Then 
eventually exactly one process Pj is in its loop (such that lsenti) and mj = G. 
Proof. By induction on n, the number of processes which have not exited their loop. 
Base: n = 2. Eventually, if no communication takes place, both processes are at 
the top level of their respective loops and are willing to communicate with each 
other; therefore, by the definition of CSP, communication will take place. Assume 
without loss of generality that PI sent its value m, to P2. Then sent, is set to true, 
and therefore PI will eventually exit the loop and terminate, leaving P2 the only 
process in the loop (with isent,). Furthermore, using the section condition for S12, 
the new value of m, is g( m2, m,), which equals g( m, , m2) = G, by associativity of g. 
Induction step: Assume that the lemma holds for n - 1 processes and let #(Pi) = n 
and g(m,,..., m,) = G. Again, either a communication takes place, or eventually 
all processes are willing to communicate with each other. Then by the semantics of 
CSP, at least one communication will take place. Assume P, e is the communicating 
pair, Pi sending mi to 4. Then 
(1) senti is set to true. Pi will eventually exit the loop and terminate, leaving n - 1 
processes not having exited the loop. 
(2) mj is set to g(mj, m,). Let M denote the value of mj after the communication 
and computation of the corresponding right-hand sides. Assume, without loss of 
generality, that i <j, then if nothing is executed in parallel, after the communication 
g(ml,.., mi-l,mi+l,.., M ,..., m,)=g(m, ,.., mi-l,mi+l,..,g(mj,mt),..., m,), 
which equals G by the associativity and commutativity of g. However, even if other 
actions are going on in parallel, because of the asynchronous execution, the distinct 
state space, and the lack of a global observer, the final outcome of the computation 
will be equivalent to the one described above. 
Now, using the induction hypothesis for n - 1 processes, eventually exactly one 
process is in the loop holding G. Cl 
The above lemma can be used directly to prove the correctness of the schema: 
initially all n processes have not exited their loop and hold ci, therefore G = 
g(@,,.*-, on,). Using the lemma exactly n - 1 processes will exit the loop and 
terminate. The last process Pj will exit the loop by CSP’s distributed termination 
convention, having lsen$ and holding the computed value g(a, , . . . , a,). Cl 
The type of reasoning seen above has been formalized in [7]. As already mentioned, 
a proof may also be developed using one of the known proof systems for CSP 
[l, 11,131, and, in fact, such a proof has been done using the system [l]. 
This completes the presentation of this schema. It is easy to see that the precondi- 
tions of the schema are minimal, in the sense that removing any of them will result 
in an incorrect computation. The nondeterministic nature of the distributed computa- 
tion allows any sequence of n - 1 sending events; therefore the associativity and 
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commutativity of the function is essential in order to guarantee an equal result for 
all possible computations. 
Instantiation 
A programming task might be to calculate the product of 50 integers in a given 
local variable of one of the processes. A problem statement might include 
requirements: Compute II( zlr , . . . , u5,J in a variable yi local to one of the 50 pro- 
cesses. 
facts: (1 G i s 50, Yi E Integer), II is associative and commutative, for 16 is 50, Ui 
is given in process i, and yi is a declared variable. 
These facts imply the schema conditions when fI is substituted for g, 50 for n, 
Integer for 0, ui for Ui and yi for mi. Moreover, the schema’s result assertion (after 
the same substitution) implies the requirements. Therefore the schema may be 
instantiated. Provided it is also supplied with a program part Sli which calculates 
the product over two elements (and thus is identical for each i once the subscripts 
on the variables are removed), and is properly initiated in SOi, it guarantees 
calculating correctly lT(u, , . . , use) in some yi. 
The instantiation of the schema thus involves: performing the above substitutions 
of non-program entities, and defining Sl i as the code yi := yi * tia If the Ui are constant 
values, then the program parts SO; are empty for this instantiation. Otherwise, they 
include the declaration 0;: D; and the code input(q);, where this is a procedure 
for assigning initial values to Ui in whatever way the user of the schema wishes. The 
segment S2i can be instantiated to perform any computation. Of course, the computa- 
tion may depend on the result assertion of the schema, i.e., on the fact that when 
S2i is reached, the instantiation of mi contains the desired product. 
There are numerous functions, such as gcd, sum, max, min, which are instances 
of the above schema when D represents the integers or real numbers. When D is 
the domain of sets, assuming that CSP allows set assignment, the schema can be 
used to compute the union or intersection of sets distributed among the processes. 
4.2. Scheduler 
The next schema describes a generalized scheduler process which operates in 
parallel with (and ‘serves’) n user processes. The schema makes use of a queue 
process whose required properties are specified, and which could also be developed 
from a schema. The only restrictions on the user processes are that they issue and 
receive their interface messages according to restrictions seen in the applicability 
conditions of the schema. The names of the interface messages are abstract, and 
can be instantiated as desired. This scheduler will allow up to m requests to be 
active at the same time (which in terms of the schema means that the requesting 
process has been sent a go message and has not yet responded with a release 
message). The specification of such a schema will involve safety and liveness 
properties which are true throughout execution, while there is no ‘final result’. 
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The list of abstract entities and their types is 
n, m: nonnegative integer, 
Job[l . . n], Queue: process, 
D, B: domain, 
request(d : D), go(), release(), insert( v : P), next-in(), 
next-out(k: [ 1. . n] u undejined ): message, 
f: function, 
S: program part. 
Applicability conditions 
The following conditions show the required connections among the processes: 
request, release sentfrom Job[ 1 . . n], 
go receivedin Job[ 1 . . n], 
insert, next-in receivedin Queue, 
next-out sentfrom Queue, 
f:[l..n]xD+P. 
Next are the conditions expected of the user processes: 
q [((#go[true]=O)v(reZeasesentfromJob[i]))+ 
O[ (l( release sentfrom Job[ i]))U(go receivedin Job[ i])]]. 
In words, this means that, throughout the computation, at the beginning of execution 
(when no go messages have been sent) or once a release message has been sent, no 
further release message will be sent until a go message is received by the user process. 
q [( request sentfrom Job[ i]) + 
O[ (l( request sentfrom Job[ i]))U( release sentfrom Job[ i])]]. 
That is, once a request is made by a user, no further request messages will be sent 
until after that user sends a release message, ensuring that only one request at a 
time will be ‘active’ for each user: 
q [(go receivedin Job[ i]) + 0( release sentfrom Job[ i])]. 
That is, once a go message is received by the ith user, it eventually will send a 
release message. 
The queue process will not be fully specified here, since this would involve the 
genera1 subject of specifying distributed implementations of data structures. 
However,_,we may express the needed expectations from the queue process for the 
purposes of the schema. Informally, the messages insert, next-in, and next-out 
between the Scheduler and the Queue processes should implement the two usual 
operations INSERT and NEXT which, respectively, add new items to the queue 
according to some priority (not necessarily FIFO), and return the item at the head 
of the queue (also removing it from the queue). 
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1n fact, in order to establish the correctness of the result assertions of the Scheduler 
(given below), it will be sufficient to require that any job which was inserted will 
eventually be the next to leave. In terms of temporal logic, this is expressed as 
q l[insert(f(i, d)) receivedin Queue + 
0[ (next-in receivedin queue) + 0( next-out( i) sentfrom Queue)]] 
The order in which jobs leave the queue is according to some abstract queuing 
policy, which will obviously determine the specific order in which the scheduler 
will answer requests. The function f in the abstract entity list of the schema is 
needed by the specification of the queue in order to define this policy. That is, 
whenever insert(f( i , d)) is received in Queue, then eventually if next-in is received 
in Queue, then next-out(i) will be the message eventually returned. The fact that 
enough requests will be made is a property of the Scheduler process, and not a 
requirement from Queue. 
Section conditions 
The variable val holds the information to be inserted to the queue. It is a function 
of the identity i of the inserted job, and the additional properties required by the 
queuing policy, as expressed in the function J: Therefore, 
Note that the data variable may be empty, and that i must be encoded in vul so 
that the messages corresponding to the NEXT operation can return i. Usually vu1 
will be a structured variable consisting of i and additional (priority) information. 
Result assertions 
Under the above conditions for the user processes, it can be proven that the 
scheduler will guarantee: 
q [ # i[ #go[go receivedin Job[ i]] > # releuse[ release sentfrom Job[ i]]] < m] 
That is, the number of indices of the array Job (i.e. user processes) for which the 
number of go messages received is larger than the number of release messages ent 
(i.e., those processes which have received a go but have not yet responded with a 
release) is bounded by m. This is equivalent to the claim that no more than m 
requests will be answered at the same time. 
It is more difficult to express the liveness properties of the scheduler in pure 
temporal logic, since these depend on whether the messages are sent in a fair manner. 
Using the predicate fair, we can state that if the Queue and Scheduler processes 
choose communications fairly, each request will be granted. 
(fuir( Queue) Afuir(Scheduler)) + 
q [(request sentfrom Job[i]) + O(go receivedin Job[ i])] 
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The schema body is presented below. The program is made up of the Scheduler 
process, a Queue process, and the (abstract) Job processes which can be instantiated 
arbitrarily as long as the applicability conditions are fulfilled. The Job processes 
will send requesf messages to the Scheduler, which will insert the request into a 
queue by sending it to the Queue process. When a request can be answered, the 
Scheduler obtains a result from Queue through an exchange of messages next-in 
and next-out. A go message is then sent to the requesting job. When the job is 
finished, it will send a releme message to the Scheduler process. 
PROG :: [Job1 11.  . [IJob,, IISchedulerll Queue] where 
Scheduler :: 
gu.:-d[l.. n]: array of boolean; data: D; val:P; 
undejined :string; k : integer; 
k := 0; for i = 1 to n do guard [ i] := false; 
* [ III Job,?request(data) + S; Queue!insert(va!); 
i:l..n 
Cl 
i:l..n 
Jobi?release() + k := k - 1; 
•I k < m; Queue!next-in() + 
[ Queue?next-out( undeJined) + skip 
0 
Queue?next-out (i) + guard [ i] := true; k := k + 1 
1 
Cl guard[ i]; Jobi!go() + guard[i] := false 
i:l..n 
1 
The full proof that the schema is correct is not given here, but a brief indication 
of the considerations used may help to explain the motivation for the applicability 
conditions. In order to show that no more than m requests can be answered at the 
same time, k s m must be shown to be invariant, as must the fact that k is an upper 
bound on the number of processes which have been sent a go message but have 
not yet returned a corresponding release message. The proof of the desired liveness 
property-that each request is answered-uses the fairness assumptions to show 
that each communication will occur, and the applicability assumption about the 
Queue process to show that each request entered in the queue will eventually be 
returned by a next-out message. 
Possible instantiations of this schema are as a mutual exclusion scheduler when 
m = 1, and as a resource allocator when the number of resources available is m > 1. 
The Queue process could be implementing, for example, a regular FIFO queue (in 
which case the data part is irrelevant and f is the identity function for the process 
identifier). Another possibility would be a priority queue where the identifier returned 
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by a next message is the minimum of the values inserted into the queue and rot 
yet removed. However, note that in this case there must be some proof that each 
value inserted will eventually be removed, or else the applicability condition of the 
schema would not be satisfied. 
4.3. Additional examples 
Most of the other schemas we have been considering do not compute a simple 
function over a network, as in the first example, but rather have more complex 
specifications, resembling the second example. Another such schema is a generali- 
zation of the function schema of Section 4.1 to compute results which themselves 
are distributed over the network of processes. The schema of 4.1 actually computes 
a spanning tree over the possible communications in the network, and the generali- 
zation computes at each node some function of the subtree rooted at that node. 
The main difference is that a second local abstract function is added which computes 
the local result as long as the node is active, but does not pass on its result. Further 
generalization is possible by letting multiple functions be viewed as a single function 
with a structured value as a result. Possible instantiations are to compute the spanning 
tree itself (with each process left with the identifiers of its sons in the tree), the 
depth of the subtree at each node, or a partial sum of the values in the subtree 
rooted at the process. 
Another example emphasizes an invariant property as its main result assertion, 
namely maintaining mutual exclusion of execution of a collection of critical regions 
in a network. The schema involves passing around a token. The set of processes to 
which a process may pass its token, and under what circumstances a token should 
be passed, are left abstract, with appropriate restrictions. This is reminiscent of the 
scheduler example, where the particular policy to be used, and the number of items 
to be scheduled concurrently are left open. In such a schema the group of processes 
with which a process may communicate is a needed abstract entity. 
We have also investigated schemas not restricted to the CSP model, for example 
the stable property detection algorithm of Chandy and Lamport, which is a schema 
to detect any property which remains true once it first holds. The justification for 
this schema is then the entire article [3]. Similarly, a schema for certain classes of 
resource allocation has been based on algorithms for the dining philosophers 
problem whose justification is quite subtle. 
In designing schemas for a different model of computation, different predicates 
are needed in specifications. This is because the possible events and classes of 
objects in the model must be expressed. For example, channels or ports must be a 
possible abstract entity if Occam is used for the body of a schema. In a model with 
a nonblocking send operation, the set of messages ‘in transit’ along a channel 
becomes an object which must be expressible. The proofs of correctness of the 
schema, of course are also sensitive to the particular computational model, but all 
other aspects of specifying, matching and instantiating a schema are otherwise 
unchanged. 
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5. Conclusions 
The approach seen here formalizes formerly vague intuitions of how to use a 
paradigm such as the dining philosophers, a resource scheduler, or computing a 
function distributedly. The applicability conditions give a precise statement of the 
situations in which the paradigm is reasonable, the section conditions specify what 
needs to be completed in order to obtain a program, and the result assertions show 
what can be expected from the instantiated program. The presentation of a partially 
interpreted schema includes not only the specification and the body of the schema, 
but also its generic proof of correctness. The proof is adapted to an instantiation 
and a concrete problem statement by finding a substitution for the abstract entities 
which satisfies two (semantic) implications, and providing program sections which 
are correct with respect to the section conditions with the above substitution. 
Such schemas thus show promise of allowing reusability both of a programming 
paradigm and of correctness reasoning about it. The ideas are as relevant for 
sequential as for distributed contexts. However, this promise will only be realized 
if a large number of partially interpreted schemas can be developed and given 
specifications which can be readily understood and seen to be applicable to a variety 
of concrete problems. The specification language is therefore crucial to the potential 
utility of this approach. 
The abstraction of distributed schemas from example programs is not treated 
here. Some generalizations are obvious and add little to our understanding. For 
example, the exact type of the elements in data structures such as stacks or trees 
have always been left unspecified. An ideal schema should be generally applicable 
in providing programs for problem specifications not a priori trivially similar. On 
the other hand, a schema should suggest specific techniques which do not leave 
everything to the unspecified program parts. Further work in finding significant 
generalizations would clearly be valuable. 
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